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Customer Reviews

Drip Irrigation in the Home Landscape

Excellent guide for DIY watering systems. UC comes through again.

Easy read and good basic drip/macro irrigation information.

Has a lot of good information.

Still Reading it. Good Info.

For me what was written was good but incomplete. I was looking for diagrams from water source to end plants being watered. The diagrams focused on the front end starting at water source but never got to the water users the plants. Much of the diagrams focused on line fertilizer equipment which I personally have no interest in. And skipped the options for actually releasing water at the end.

I thought book would be easier. After skimming book one needs to know more about Drip Irrigation
than what I know - which isn't much. I guess it would be good for someone knowing something about it. I wanted a basic book on drip irrigation. If there is a simpler book can someone let me know?

Little relevant information and very few pages. You can get more from manufacturers web pages.

OK - very basic and not particularly instructive.